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Abstract—In this work, we investigate whether humans can
manually generate high-quality robot paths for optical inspec-
tions. Typically, automated algorithms are used to solve the
inspection planning problem. The use of automated algorithms
implies that specialized knowledge from users is needed to set
up the algorithm. We aim to replace this need for specialized
experience, by entrusting a non-expert human user with the
planning task. We augment this user with intuitive visualizations
and interactions in virtual reality. To investigate if humans can
generate high-quality inspection paths, we perform a user study
in which users from different experience categories, generate
inspection paths with the proposed virtual reality interface. From
our study, it can be concluded that users without experience can
generate high-quality inspection paths: The median inspection
quality of user generated paths ranged between 66-81% of the
quality of a state-of-the-art automated algorithm on various
inspection planning scenarios. We noticed however, a sizable
variation in the performance of users, which is a result of
some typical user behaviors. These behaviors are discussed, and
possible solutions are provided.
Index Terms—Human factors, Robotic inspection, Path plan-
ning, Non destructive testing, Virtual Reality
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots are increasingly used for optical inspections as
a means to provide motion to measurement devices (e.g.
cameras). This motion is accurate, reliable and fast, which
is important in driving down the cost of inspections. How-
ever, before a robot can automatically inspect an object it is
necessary to find an efficient inspection path that the robot
can follow. Traditionally, these inspection paths are generated
either by experts, or by automated algorithms. However, to
successfully use automated algorithms some pre-processing is
required that requires experience in both robotics and optical
inspection techniques [1]. Experience in optical inspection
techniques is required to construct a quality function that
models the fact that not all measurements are equal. These
quality functions are typically generated using the physics of
the specific measurement technique [2, 3]. Robotics experience
is necessary to construct a digital twin that can be accessed
by the automated algorithm. This digital twin should contain
the robot system, the measurement device, the object that is
being inspected and the environment in which the inspection
is performed. In the construction of this digital twin, a delicate
trade-off between system fidelity and computational speed
is important. On the one hand, optical robotic inspection
systems are complex mechatronical systems that are nontrivial
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to construct, for which fidelity is important. But on the other
hand finding automated inspection paths is a very challenging
problem that requires many calls to the digital twin [1, 4].
Overall, the potential of inspection planning is not realized
in the inspection community, due to this requirement for
specialized knowledge [5].
The primary goal of this work is to construct a means for
inexperienced users to generate high quality inspection paths.
Our proposed system is a virtual reality interface in which
users can generate inspection paths. This interface provides the
user with intuitive visualizations and interactions that aim to
replace the requirements for specialized knowledge. However,
it is normal that more experience in the subject will lead to
better inspection paths, so a second goal is to investigate the
contribution of specialized knowledge towards generating high
quality inspection paths. To do this, we perform a user study in
which participants with different levels of experience in both
robotics, and inspections generate inspection paths. Our final
goal is to compare the quality of user generated inspection
paths with automatically generated paths. This comparison will
give an indication for which cases user input can be valuable
in robotic inspection planning. This is important, especially
since user input is traditionally not considered for generating
inspection paths.
In Section II we will start with an overview of related
literature. In Section III we will provide some necessary
theoretical background on the inspection planning problem.
In Section IV we discuss details about our main contribution,
namely a virtual reality interface. In Section V we will provide
details on the experimental design of our user study, of which
we will discuss the results in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Robotic inspection planning is a diverse field with many
applications. Inspection planning has already been applied to
many optical non-destructive testing techniques with different
robots. Some examples are:
‚ Robot arm in thermography [3], 3D reconstruction with
optical cameras [6]
‚ 3D reconstruction with a laser line scanner on a coordi-
nate measurement machine [2]
‚ Drone based inspection with a thermal camera [7], optical
camera [8]
‚ Autonomous underwater vehicle inspection with sonar [4]
All these seemingly different problems have been shown
to be instances of the same general problem [1]. However
all the aforementioned results were achieved with automated
algorithms which require expertise to be used effectively.
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2Papachristos and Alexis [9] propose an Augmented Reality
(AR) interface that allows users to control a drone during an
inspection task. Their incentive for using human input is to
deal with the lack of (or outdated) environment knowledge
instead of improving the accessibility to inexperienced users.
Several articles try to combine the efforts of humans and
automated algorithms in inspection path planning [10, 11].
Reardon et al. [11] uses human interactions to bias the prior
distribution in a sampling based algorithm. Users interact by
coloring the solution space in areas that are likely to have good
trajectories. Their results shows that using this kind of user
interactions leads to higher quality inspection paths. Yi et al.
[10] use an example path provided by a user, and a distance
in which the automated algorithm can deviate from this path.
This kind of user interaction significantly decreases the time
needed to run the automated algorithm. However, instead of
limiting the requirement of specialized input from users, these
methods require additional input.
Pintilie and Stuerzlinger [12] compare the quality of user
generated solutions with solutions generated by automated
algorithms in a related problem, namely camera network
design. They show that humans generate camera networks,
with an intuitive interface, that are at the same quality level of
those generated by automated algorithms. Bogaerts et al. [13]
designed a virtual reality interface that visualizes inspection
quality to users. With this visualization inexperienced users
are able to generate camera networks that are as good as
automatically generated networks. The works [12, 13] are
most closely related to the goals of this paper, especially as
they focus on usability of the solution by users. However,
we consider the inspection planning problem, a different, yet
related problem.
Dry et al. [14] have shown that humans are able to generate
solutions to the travelling salesman problem that are 11%
less efficient than the optimal solution. These results were
obtained for graphs with 120 nodes. Bogaerts et al. [13] on the
other hand showed that humans are able to generate solutions
as good as, or only slightly worse than the those of the
optimal algorithm for submodular maximization problem with
a cardinality constraint [15]. The inspection planning problem
combines submodular maximization with travelling salesman
constraints [1]. In this work, we will also evaluate the quality
of user generated solutions on the combination of submodular
maximization, and the travelling salesman problem.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section we will provide some essential background
about the inspection planning problem that is needed to clarify
some important points that we want to make1. We will also
explain how the quality of user generated solutions can be
fairly compared with each other, and how user generated
solutions can be compared with solutions generated by an
automated algorithm. In subsection IV-D we will discus the
usability of our human based approach versus an automated
algorithm based approach. This discussion will require some
insight in the abstract problem of inspection planning.
1A VR360 video that summarizes this section is available online https:
//youtu.be/7O629j58bTI.
A. Inspection quality
A central concept that is strictly necessary to compare
different inspection paths is the notion of inspection quality
functions. It is important to note that inspection quality is
a concept that is viewed differently across different com-
munities. In the robotics community it is often represented
by the mutual information of some probabilistic distribution
over measurement locations [15]. In non-destructive testing,
inspection quality is typically measured by custom functions
that are dependent on the underlying physics of the measure-
ment technique [3, 2]. Bogaerts et al. [1] have shown that
although these quality functions are different, they can always
be represented as submodular functions.
For any quality function it is essential that the object that
needs to be inspected is represented by a finite amount of
primitives. Without loss of generality, we assume that this
object is provided as a mesh. In this article, we represent the
object by a finite collection of points M “ tm1, ...,mnu. For
practical purposes (i.e. the interactive quality visualization) we
assume that these points are the vertices of the input mesh. In
this work we further adopt a uniform distribution of points over
the input mesh. We do this by publicly available re-meshing
software [16]. The measurement device can be positioned in a
finite collection of view poses relative to the object that needs
to be inspected V “ tv1, ..., vku. Each view pose consists
of a position and orientation of the measurement device. At
each view pose only a subset of measurement locations are
visible due to occlusion or the finite measurement volume of
the measurement device.
An inspection quality function can be defined as an in-
teraction of two other functions. The first positive function
Q calculates for each surface point mi and each view pose
vj the measurement quality (i.e. qij “ Qpmi, vj). We fuse
visibility information by assuming that when a surface point
is invisible from a viewpoint, the measurement quality is zero
(i.e. qij “ 0). The second function fuses the quality from
different measurements into one global quality value. Without
loss of generality we assume that this is the max function
in this work. This function corresponds with taking the best
measurement for each surface point during the fusion of
measurement data. This makes the complete quality function:
fpXq “
ÿ
mPM
max
xPX Qpm,xq (1)
Here X can be any subset of view poses. Note that when
Q is binary, f becomes the well-known coverage function.
In Figure 1 we illustrate how Q can be constructed for
physics based quality functions. In this figure we show that
the perceived area of surface elements, and the image intensity,
can be modelled mathematically based on measurement condi-
tions. The size of the perceived area of a surface elements is
important since smaller defects can be detected if this area
is large. The image intensity is important since a brighter
image results in a higher signal to noise ratio, which makes
measurements more reliable. Quality functions can than be
constructed by combining multiple effects that are relevant
for a particular measurement technique. A more formal and
3complete description of inspection quality function can be
found in [1].
B. Submodular orienteering problem
Maximizing the inspection quality of measurements is not
the only objective in the planning of inspection paths. A
good inspection path must also be efficient. The problem
of maximizing a submodular function with a limit on the
robot’s travelling budget is formally known as the submodular
orienteering problem [17]. In this problem the goal is to find
a subset of view poses X˚, that maximizes the inspection
quality function f for a given budget B.
X˚ “ argmax
XĎV
tfpXq|CpXq ď Bu (2)
C is a function that computes the travelling cost for any subset
of view poses X . Zhao et al. [2] propose the Greedy-Cost-
Benefit (GCB) algorithm to solve this problem which is near-
optimal. Bogaerts et al. [1] propose a data structure and post-
processing step that ensures that near-optimal solutions can
be found for large scale inspection problems using the GCB
algorithm. An important advantage of this data structure is
that it can also solve the inspection planning problem for robot
arms. We will use this state-of-the-art algorithm (GCB) in this
work as automated algorithm. This algorithm requires however
that the cost function C is of the following form.
CpXq “ cpXq ` α|X| (3)
Here, α models the cost associated with performing a mea-
surement in each view pose. c is a metric distance function.
This type of cost functions are however capable of representing
inspection time. This is important since inspection time is the
main driver of the cost of inspections, as it directly affects the
object throughput. However, to compute C, we do not only
need a discrete set of view poses V but also a set of edges
E “ te1, ..., elu between them. The construction of this graph
is quite delicate, so for its construction we refer to the original
paper [13].
The near-optimal algorithm for the submodular orienteering
problem is the greedy cost-benefit (GCB) algorithm [18]. This
algorithms constructs a set X by increasingly adding next-
best elements to the set at time t (i.e. Xt). Note that cost C
increases monotonously as Xt increases in size.
C. Quality comparison
Now that the inspection planning problem is completely
defined, we can derive a quality comparison that is fair. A
user uses heuristics to define an inspection path, without con-
sidering the formal inspection planning problem. However, we
still want to compare user generated paths with automatically
generated paths. If a user generates a set of viewpoints (i.e.
Xu) then its inspection quality can be evaluated (fpXuq).
However, the budget CpXuq of different paths will be dif-
ferent. A quality comparison that does not account for this
difference is inherently unfair. Even if two paths generated
by two different users are compared, it would be unfair to
just compare the inspection quality without considering the
travelling budget.
For this reason we will use the idea behind OPT metric
introduced by Bogaerts et al. [1]. This metric uses the fact that
the solution of the greedy cost benefit (GCB) algorithm is near
optimal. Thus from this solution, a relatively tight upper bound
for the optimum solution can be derived. The OPT metric is
than the ratio of a solution and the upper bound for the optimal
solution. The quality comparison we propose, calculates the
budget of a solution (i.e. CpXuq). After which the GCB
algorithm is performed with budget CpBq. From this solution,
the OPT metric can be calculated. This normalization towards
an upper bound of the optimum accounts for differences is
travelling budget. But, since we also want to compare with the
performance of automated algorithms, we can take the ratio
of the OPT metric of a solution of the automated algorithm,
and the OPT metric of the user generated algorithm. Since
both these paths are solutions to the same abstract problem,
their OPT ratio is the ratio of their inspection qualities (i.e.
qr “ fpXuserq{fpXGCB). To fairly represent the power of
automated algorithms, we use the GCB` algorithm proposed
by Bogaerts et al. [1], which applies a post-processing step to
improve the solution even further.
However while we can compare the quality of inspection
paths theoretically, one practical issue remains. The user is
free to provide any path in the robot’s workspace, while the
GCB algorithm is bound to a discretization of the problem.
As a result, the user generated solution Xu is not a part of the
workspace graph used by the automated algorithm. To account
for this we include all elements of the the user’s solution to the
workspace graph considered by the automated algorithm (i.e.
V` “ V YXu). We also augment the edges E with all edges
between elements from V and Xu if the distance between
view poses is smaller than a predefined threshold.
IV. VIRTUAL REALITY INTERFACE FOR ROBOTIC
INSPECTION PLANNING
The central idea behind this paper is to use virtual reality
to visualize information that experts have learned to use to
program inspection paths. This visualization can than help
users with less experience in optical measurement techniques
in programming inspection paths. The explicit visualization
of this information might even help experts in the task. On
the other hand, convenient user interactions should make
programming robots easier for non experts. We will start by
discussing the system architecture of our interface. Next, we
will provide more details in two key aspects, namely the
interactive quality visualization and the robot programming
interaction. After this we will explicitly discuss the usability
of our approach. Our implementation is publicly available in
the V-REP VR Toolbox2.
A. System architecture
A schematic representation of the architecture of the inter-
face is shown in Figure 2. Our implementation consists of three
2https://github.com/BorisBogaerts/V-REP-VR-Toolbox
4Fig. 1. This image illustrates the process of constructing quality functions Q from the physics of measurement processes. All the small images represent
virtual images taken under respective conditions. Both the perceived area (A) and intensity (I) of features are used as examples quantities. For the intensity
we assume a perfectly diffuse material. The perceived area must be large enough to detect defects during inspections. The intensity of a measurement bust
be large enough to obtain a better signal to noise ratio of the measurement.
main components. The central component is a robotics system
simulation environment. The main virtual reality component
is a virtual reality thread that renders images for the virtual
reality device and returns user interactions. A third component,
namely the camera thread, is necessary to create an interactive
visualization of the measurement quality.
The robotic simulator is used as a modelling and physics
simulation environment. In our solution we make use of a
commercially available robotics simulator [19]. The special-
ized nature of this simulator makes the modelling of robotic
systems relatively straightforward. Objects can be imported as
meshes and moved to the correct positions using a graphical
user interface. This way, the user can model the robot, the mea-
surement device and how both are connected. It is furthermore
possible to model the environment in which the measurement
take place, in which collisions can be predicted. The goal is
to create a digital twin of the real measurement system at a
usefull fidelity level.
The VR thread renders all the content of the simulator to
the virtual reality device. To create pleasant virtual reality
experiences, it is necessary that fairly high framerates are
achieved (60 fps minimum). Thus to ensure that we achieve
such framerate the focus of this thread is rendering speed.
The architecture of our approach is such that the positions
of all objects in the scene are controlled by the simulator. This
ensures that all physics based calculations that are available
in the simulator can be used in our approach. The VR thread
simply updates the position of objects based on the position
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Fig. 2. The main architecture of our virtual reality interface consists of
three main parts. The information contained in these parts, and the interaction
between them are shown in the diagram.
of the objects in the simulator between frames.
The camera thread is treated in subsection IV-B. The
interaction between the user and the robot system is discussed
in subsection IV-C.
B. Interactive quality visualization
A previous article on camera network design, a related
problem, developed a virtual reality interface that allows users
to design camera networks [13]. In that work, the coverage of
a camera network was visualized over the environment. Users
could see how well each part of the environment was covered
5by the camera network, and change the position of cameras
to improve this. This intuitive visualization of the abstract
concept of camera coverage allowed inexperienced users to
design high quality camera networks. Here, we use a similar
interactive quality visualization.
The basic idea of the coverage visualization is simple, the
current inspection quality is visualized on the surface of the
object that needs to be inspected. The user can move the
virtual camera after which the displayed quality changes. This
is shown in Figure 3. If a camera is located in position xt,
the value of qm,t “ Qpm,xtq is visualized at each point of
the object’s surface. The user can also record a trajectory after
which the value is updated to qm,t “ max pqm,t´1, Qpm,xtqq.
This visualizations shows the user how well different parts of
the object are measured, and which parts of the objects are
not measured at all.
The interactive quality computation is performed in the
camera thread in our implementation. In this thread, all envi-
ronment objects that are defined in the simulator, are rendered
from the current perspective of the measurement device (i.e.
xt). From this render, a depth map is extracted. The visibility
of points m PM can be determined by comparing their depth
values with the depth values stored in the depth map. All the
points that have a depth value which is smaller (or equal) to
the depth value of the depth map are visible. This algorithm to
compute the visibility of points is known as Z-buffer visibility
computations. This approach was favored over alternatives,
such as ray-tracing to guarantee a real-time (i.e. interactive)
computations.
We furthermore compute quality values qm,t in OpenGL
shaders during the rendering process. After the visibility calcu-
lation and calculation of quality values it is straightforward to
determine the inspection quality. The values qm are attached to
each mesh vertex m PM . The VR thread can than efficiently
interpolate the vertex data over each triangles using standard
OpenGL shaders. The fact that most of the computations
are performed in shaders ensures that the quality values are
updated in real-time.
C. Robot programming interaction
Controlling the robot should be as intuitive as possible, as
no user experience can be presumed. To achieve this, the user
can directly control the Tool Center Point (TCP) of the robot
with a virtual reality controller. Since the three dimensional
position and orientation of the virtual reality controller are
tracked, it is possible to completely control the TCP of the
robot. This approach also eliminates the need for advanced
orientation control methods [20].
We avoid however that the robot follows the controller
the entire time. The controller can move freely until the
user presses the trigger button, after which the transformation
between the TCP and the controller remains fixed, even if the
user moves the controller. Releasing the trigger button releases
the TCP. As a result the robot follows the user’s controller only
if the trigger button is pressed. The position of the buttons on
the controller are shown in Figure 4. This feature is important
since the user can choose the optimal position relative to the
Inspected object
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Quality
Controller
Virtual camera
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Fig. 3. This image shows how users sees the interactive quality visualization.
The object that is being inspected, an umbilic torus (for the enthusiasts), is
dynamically colored according to the inspection quality. The scene visible in
the image is also used to familiarize participants of the experiments with the
concept of inspection planning. An umbilic torus was chosen as object for
its interesting surface curvature which affects inspection quality. The user can
move the camera which changes the colors that are being displayed.
robot before controlling it, especially since occlusion of the
inspected object by the robot from the perspective of the user
must be avoided.
The robot follows the TCP by continuously performing
inverse kinematics calculations. To ensure that the motion of
the robot is continuous we use a damped least squares solver.
Joint angles found by the inverse kinematics solver are only
applied to the robot if the inverse kinematics calculation is
successfully. So if users move the TCP target out of reach
of the robot, the robot simply stops moving. The user can use
this visual cue to reconsider movement of the TCP to positions
that are reacheable.
The user can record trajectories by pressing the trigger
button of the second controller. This recorded path is also
visualized to the user by a simple line in 3D. Internally, the
joint angles of the path are stored. When the TCP is released
by the main controller, the user can scroll through the part
of the path that already had been recorded by scrolling over
the trackpad. The previously recorded joint angles are then
re-applied to the robot in the reverse order in which they were
recorded.
Some experiments feature a robot which contains an extra
axis. This can be a rotation table (see Figure 6 (middle) for
a robot with rotation table), or a linear translation stage (see
Figure 5 under ‘the Challenge’ for a robot with translation
stage). These robot systems cannot be controlled by simply
moving the TCP. In these cases, the user can control this extra
axis by scrolling over the trackpad of the second controller.
Note that in any sensible robotic inspection system, the
measurement device is attached to the robot end-effector. Thus
any movement of the robot’s TCP results in a motion of
the measurement device. Thus after moving the robot’s TCP,
6Robot
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Fig. 4. The user can control the TCP of the robot by pressing a trigger button
on the controller, after which the robot follows the controller. The position
of the trackpad and trigger buttons are also shown. These buttons are color
coded during the experiments to effectively communicate with the user.
the interactive quality visualization re-calculates the inspection
quality.
D. Usability
In this section we will reflect on the some fundamental
issues in the usability of traditional workflows with automated
algorithms, that can be solved by replacing automated algo-
rithms with humans.
A fundamental issue in automated inspection planning is
related to the dimensionality of the state space of the robot
system. In reality, high dimensional state space result in robots
that are more flexible, and thus have more path options, of
which some can be better that what is achievable with a less
flexible robot. Automated algorithms do not deal well with
high dimensional state spaces. This is because the inspection
planning problem is fundamentally characterized by a long
planning horizon [21]. Searching over longer time horizons in
larger state spaces drastically reduces the search area that can
be covered by automated algorithms (due to an exponentially
increased computational complexity [18]). Thus with auto-
mated algorithms, the performance on robots with larger state
spaces typically deteriorate. So, at least partially, circumvent
these issues complicated data-structures are required [1]. These
data structures are delicate to set up, and typically require user
expertise. On the other hand, users with our interface will
run into less issues when searching for inspection paths with
highly flexible robots. The effect will typically be that robots
are easier to control by users.
While digital twins aim to be perfect representations of
real world systems, they can still fail in certain respects.
For inspection planning this can be especially the case since
robotic inspection systems are complex mechatronic systems.
On the other hand, since the inspection planning problem
is challenging digital twin fidelity is often sacrificed for an
increase in simulation speed [3]. An example that can cause
such problems are cables from the measurement setup that
get tangled. Cable movement and tangling can be simulated,
however their simulation will in many cases be too expensive,
and get therefore omitted. If such a thing happens, it requires
an expert to fix the digital twin before automated algorithms
can re-solve the problem. In our approach, the user, who does
not need to be an expert, can simply take this aspect into
account when programming a trajectory.
Another fundamental issue with automated algorithms is
the fact that user preferences are often challenging to encode
in inspection quality functions. In previous work, it has been
shown that in some cases these functions only partially reflect
user preferences [13]. While the visualization, that the user
gets to see, does not visualize some unmodelled aspects, users
who are familiar with these preferences still take them into
account [13]. Automated algorithms, on the other hand, rely on
the success of experts in encoding these challenging aspects.
V. EXPERIMENTS DESIGN
The experiments consist of a user study, in which partic-
ipants of different experience levels in robotics and optical
inspection techniques generate inspection paths for different
inspection cases. Our user study consists of three main stages3.
In the first stage, participants are introduced to all visualiza-
tions and interactions that can be performed with the virtual
reality interface. In the second stage, the participants generate
inspection paths for six different inspection planning scenarios.
And in the last optional stage, the users are asked to generate
an inspection path for a more complicated and larger scale
inspection task. This task is significantly more challenging and
requires more effort of the user, and is therefore optional. The
user study is designed such that the first two stages can be
completed in approximately one hour, and the last optional
case adds up to an half hour to this. However, users are
never pressured with time limits, and inspection paths are only
stored if the user is pleased with them. Furthermore, users are
reminded that they can stop the study at any point if they do
not wish to continue.
A. User selection
An important contribution of this work is to investigate the
importance of the experience level of users in either robotics,
inspection techniques or both. The virtual reality interface aims
3A 360VR video that provides an overview of our experimental procedure
is available online https://youtu.be/pFAptrCYhaQ. The VR format helps to
reproduce the experience of the experiment from the perspective of the
participant.
7to compensate a lack of experience by providing an intuitive
understanding that is sufficient to successfully complete the
inspection planning task. To investigate this, a population of
participants with a range of experience levels in both robotics,
inspection techniques or both are required. In order to find
such specific profiles we targeted specific people. This specific
targeting of users was deemed necessary to obtain a decent
variation of participants with varying experience levels. To
measure the experience level of the participants, we asked
each participant to rate their experience in both domains by a
number from one to five according to following descriptions:
‚ 1 - I do not have any experience in the field
‚ 2 - I have only theoretical knowledge about the field, but
no practical experience
‚ 3 - I have programmed a robot once or twice/ I have
performed an optical measurement once or twice.
‚ 4 - I program a robot arm regularly/ I perform optical
measurements regularly
‚ 5 - I have experience in designing robot systems/ I have
experience in planning optical inspections
we performed the experiments with 16 participants. The par-
ticipants included both males and females in an age range of
22-58. The distribution over all the combinations of experience
levels is shown in Figure 8.
B. User preparation
In this first step of the user study, users are familiarized
with the controls, the inspection planning problem, inspection
quality visualization and robotics controls. To prepare the
participant, a special scene was created which consists of three
main elements. In the first element named ‘the quality’ (see
Figure 5) users are familiarized with the concept of inspection
quality. The users learn how they can move a camera, and see
the inspection quality interactively projected onto a test object.
In this step users can freely move the camera and see the effect
on the inspection quality. Participants also learn how to record
measurement trajectories.
Participants are transferred to the second step, which is
called ‘the objects’ (see Figure 5), if they feel familiar with the
concept of inspection quality. In this step, users can study the
objects for which they need to generate inspection paths in the
following stage of the experiments. The user can already try to
find inspection paths for these objects, without the constraints
imposed by a robot system. To do this they use the same
controls from the first step, and by doing so get more intuition
about the inspection quality.
Finally, the users are transferred to the last step, named ‘the
robots’, to learn how robot paths can be programmed with
the VR interface. The participants learn this in two different
scenarios. In the first scenario users learn how to move the
end effector of the robot, a Kuka kr16 which is also used in
further experiments (see Figure 6), to a predefined set of con-
figurations. These predefined set of poses are chosen such that
the users experiences collisions and the kinematic limitations
of the robot. Each time such a collision or kinematic limitation
happens, users are informed about this, and it is explained that
this should be avoided during the experiments. In the second
scenario, users learn how robot paths can be programmed. This
time, the robot is a UR10 with rotation table (see Figure 6), as
is used in further experiments. Two predefined trajectories are
one by one shown, which need to be programmed by the user.
The user thus needs to record a trajectory while following the
shown trajectory with the robot end-effector. One trajectory
is a helix which can be programmed by rotating the rotation
table, and moving the Tool Center Point (TCP) of the robot
linearly. This path was chosen to show users how a rotation
table can be used effectively in combination with a robot arm.
This user preparation step also aims to guard the experiment
against users that have difficulties with navigating in, and
interacting with virtual environments in Virtual Reality (VR).
As experience with VR is not a factor of interest in this
work, it could taint the results. To avoid this, users that cannot
complete the user preparation cannot proceed to the following
stages. From the 16 participants that entered the study, only
one participant was rejected as a result from this preparation
step. Finally, the user is presented with ’the challenge’, which
is the third optional stage of the experiment.
C. Inspection planning scenarios
The next stage in the experiments is the most important
part. Participants are asked to program inspection paths that
are as efficient as possible in six different cases. These cases
are constructed by combining two different robot systems with
three different objects. These are shown in Figure 6. During
these experiments each user is free to try to program as many
trajectories as desired. The user can stop each case if he
is pleased with the final measurement trajectory. The user
can also ask to store intermediate trajectories, which can be
considered as final trajectory.
The three different objects that are featured in the ex-
perimental evaluation are a bicycle frame, a transmission
housing and a panel. The panel is the simplest object, for
which it is relatively straightforward to find a good inspection
path. However, the slopes in this object make it slightly
more interesting. The transmission housing is a nearly convex
object, with a lot of small scale occlusions. The third object
is a bicycle frame, for which the most complicated inspection
path is required. Furthermore, two robots are considered in the
experiments. The first is a Kuka kr16 robot with a relatively
large measurement device, which is the simplest robot system
to control. The second robot is a more flexible UR10 together
with a rotation stage. The latter is a more complicated robot
system because both the robot’s TCP, and the rotation stage
must be controlled separately by the user.
D. Optional challenging inspection scenario
In the final stage of the user study, users need to program a
more challenging inspection path. This scenario is displayed
in Figure 11. The robot during this scenario is a Kuka kr16
that is placed on rails. The user can control this extra degree
of freedom with the left controller trackpad. This is the same
control that is used to control the rotation stage in previous
experiment. The object that is being inspected is the housing of
a wind turbine. This is a large and challenging object. Another
8Fig. 5. 360 degree image showing the virtual reality scene that is used to prepare participants for the experiments. This scene consists of three main parts.
’The quality’ familiarizes users with the concept of inspection quality and how it is visualized. In ’The objects’ users get to see the objects that need to be
inspected in the experiments. In ’The robots’ users learn how robots can be controlled.
Created by Pham Duy Phuong Hung
from the Noun Project
Kuka UR10
Fig. 6. The tree different objects, and two different robots systems that are featured in the experiments. All possible combinations between robots an
measurement objects make up the six cases that the users must solve.
challenging aspect of this object are deep notches, in which
the robot must navigate to obtain good measurements. This
experiment is optional because it requires much concentration
of the participant, which could be lacking after previous stages
of the study. Surprisingly, all participants agreed to perform
this extra step.
E. Inspection problem definition
In this section, we will give some details on how all the
functions that define the submodular orienteering problem
are chosen in the experiments. We assume throughout the
experiments that the inspection quality function Q is of the
following form:
Qpd, θq “ cospθq ¨ exp
ˆ pd´ doptq2
σ2
˙
(4)
Here, θ is the angle between the surface normal and the view
direction of the camera, and d is the distance between a point
Fig. 7. The inspection quality function used throughout the experiments. The
white arrow represents a surface normal. The color represent the inspection
quality if a camera is located in a position, and points towards the base of
the white arrow. A higher number of the inspection quality indicates a better
measurement.
9and the viewpoint of the camera. The cosine dependence on
the scanning angle is a common aspect of quality function, as
is clear from Figure 1. dopt and is the ideal measurement dis-
tance, and σ is used to determine how much the measurements
can deviate from this ideal distance.
To define the distance function C (3) we assume that α is
zero. This is because we focus on continuous measurements.
We further assume that function c, which considers edge costs
of the graph is of the following form:
cpei,jq “ p1´ βqctppi, pjq ` βcopoi, ojq (5)
Here ct is the euclidean distance between positions connected
by an edge, and co is the angle in radians of the axis angle
rotation between orientations. To complete the definition of
this function we assume that β is 0.01.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Small scale inspection planning problems
In all the inspection cases we define dopt as 200mm, and
σ as 100mm. In each case, the automated algorithm has a
time limit of 30 minutes to compute an inspection path. The
results of the six small scale experiments are provided in
Figure 8. These results show that there is a large range in user
performance. But on the other hand it is also notable that users
with very little experience can provide inspection paths that
are good compared to specialized automated algorithms. The
lowest median user performance (lowest of different inspection
scenarios) is 66%. There were only three cases in which six
participants scored under 60%. These are: kuka-transmission,
UR10-panel and UR10-transmission. It is notable that users
scored badly on the UR10-panel case and better with the
UR10-bike case, while the opposite happens in the Kuka cases.
This indicates that this dip in user performance may be due to
the switch of robots, which happened just before the UR10-
panel case. It also appears that users have trouble with the
transmission object. The group of users that scored over 60%
always included users with little to no experience.
The time that users needed to find an inspection path
ranged from 21 seconds to 8 minutes and 20 seconds. In this
maximum time, the user generated a few inspection paths.
Thus each individual inspection path was generated in a
shorter time. A visual analysis of the lower quality inspection
paths generated shows that these paths typically contain some
strategical mistakes. Two examples are shown in Figure 9.
In Figure 9 (left) a user generated an inspection path with
a large radius. As a result, the inspection budget increases
rapidly. On the other hand, the automated algorithm generated
a path with a smaller radius. This path is at a distance that is
optimal according to the inspection quality function. Thus the
choice to generate a larger radius inspection path is punished
twice. On one hand, the inspection quality is lower, and on the
other hand the budget is larger. This effect may explain the
lower performance of users with the transmission object. In
Figure 9 (right) the user generated an inspection path with a
radius that was too large. But the inspection path also contains
a few detours. In these extra detours, budget is spent without
a notable gain in inspection quality. ddd
B. Large scale inspection planning problem
In this inspection case we define dopt as 300mm, and σ
as 300mm. The automated algorithm has a time limit of
5 hours. The result of the large scale, optional inspection
planning scenario are provided in Figure 10. It is notable that
the lowest inspection quality is 49%, which is significantly
better than in previous experiments. And users with little
experience in either robotics or inspections, are again able to
generate decent inspection paths. The median performance of
all users is 69%. Notable is that a user managed to achieve to
generate a path with a 24% higher inspection quality than the
automated algorithm with the same budget. It is furthermore
notable that there are less outliers with a bad quality than
with the smaller scale inspection problems. This is mainly
because the longer length of the total inspection path. The
effect of an inefficient detour is less for longer paths. The
higher inspection quality of user generated paths indicate that
the negative effect of detours decreases with longer inspection
paths. The time that users needed to generate an inspection
path ranged from three minutes and 29 seconds to 9 minutes
and 37 seconds. In Figure 11 three inspection paths are shown.
The best (green) and worst (red) user generated paths are
shown, as well as the computer generated path (blue). The
red inspection path contains the strategical disadvantage that
it is further from the object, which leads to a worse inspection
path. It is furthermore more compact, which leads to a lower
total coverage. Compared to the green and blue paths it also
contains significantly more detours.
C. Discussion
A first important side note is that during the user study,
users were barely educated in using our interface to define
inspection paths. In fact, all users finished the study within an
hour. Considering that users learned how to use the interface,
generated six smaller scale inspection paths and one complex
inspection path, this is a short time frame. Users even reported
that their performance would likely improve with more expe-
rience. Users also reported that if they made more attempts,
their inspection paths would also likely improve. Thus the
results that were achieved in this user study provide lower
bounds on the quality of inspection paths that well trained
users can provide. This limited education of users is also partly
responsible for the large variation in user performance.
The experiments also showed that when quality and effi-
ciency are key, user generated paths are not yet an option.
In most cases, user generated paths have a significantly
lower quality than computer generated ones. We identified
some strategical areas in which user generated algorithms can
improve that can be targeted by future approaches:
1) Fix positioning inaccuracy
2) Managing robot complexity
During the experiments it was clear that the positioning
inaccuracy of users has a big impact on inspection paths. One
result of this is that users tended to position the measurement
device at a sub-optimal measurement distance. As a result,
measurement paths become longer, and inspection quality
decreased. Another side effect of this inaccuracy is that it
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the ratio of the inspection quality of user generated paths, and automatically generated paths with the same budget. This ratio is
given for each user, and inspection scenario in the second phase of the experiment. Sometimes, a square in the experience level matrix is subdivided in two.
This occurs when two users have the same experience level.
KukaUR10
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Fig. 9. These images show two cases where users obtained a very low quality
ratio. The path generated by the user is shown in red, and the path generated
by the automated algorithm is shown in blue. On the left a user (1-robotics,
4-inspection) achieved a quality ratio of 15% on the turbine-UR10 inspection
scenario. On the right a user (3-robotics, 5-inspection) achieved a quality ratio
of 24% on the bike-Kuka kr16 inspection scenario.
resulted in detours. When a user missed some spot of an
object (which could have been covered given a more delicate
positioning) users tended to fix this by generating a detour.
This detour resulted in two parts of the inspection path that
were close to eachother. This again, increases the length of
measurement paths without adding much to the inspection
quality. Another complexity for users was related to the
complexity of controlling robot systems. Sometimes users got
distracted by managing the robot, which generates detours.
An interesting direction for future research is to investi-
gate whether these problems can be solved in either post-
processing, or with on-line aiding systems. In path processing
either local [22] or global [10, 11] solutions are possible.
Human aiding systems can focus on decreasing the degrees
of freedom that must be controlled by the user. An example
of a degree-of-freedom that is better not controlled by a user
is the distance of the measurement device to the object.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated if inexperienced users can
be used to generate high quality inspection paths. The main
idea of our solution is to replace the need for specialized
experience, by intuitive visualizations and interactions in vir-
tual reality. To quantify the performance of user generated
inspection paths, we proposed an approach based on the
abstract structure behind the inspection planning problem. In
this approach user generated inspection paths are compared
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Fig. 10. This figure shows the ratio of the inspection quality of user generated
paths, and automatically generated paths with the same budget. This ratio is
given for each user. Each user that entered the experiments performed this
optional step voluntarily. Notice that the low end of the colorscale is 50%
compared to the low end of the colorscale of 0% in Figure 8. The inspection
paths of the triangles with red an green edges are shown in Figure 11.
with inspection paths resulting from a near-optimal inspection
planning algorithm.
To investigate if specialized experience can be replaced
by an intuitive interface we performed a user study with
15 valid users with different experience levels in robotics
and optical inspections. In this user study users solved six
smaller scale, and one large scale inspection problem. From
this user study it was clear that, while user performance was
variable, users without experience could generate high quality
inspection paths. The median user performance was in the
range of 66-81% of the quality of a state-of-the-art automated
algorithm. We also discussed the source of this variability in
user performance and how this could be solved in future.
From our experiments it is clear that users were able to gen-
erate inspection paths much faster than automated algorithms.
Especially in the complex inspection planning scenario, users
needed maximally 9 minutes and 37 seconds to generate
an inspection path, while the automated algorithm needed 5
hours. A human-centric approach to inspection planning is also
easier to set up, since digital twin fidelity is less important.
Furthermore, the notion of inspection quality does not need
to be defined as precisely. It only serves to give users an
indication of inspection quality.
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